
How do i get ARI lightbox to appear in modules?
Posted by joshbum - 2011/10/16 21:28
_____________________________________

Alright I'm going to sound like a right newbie and well i am, but i'm trying to get this all to work, i watched a video of a guy
setting Ari lightbox up to create a pop up gallery of images in a module, to then put on a joomla page. but when i
downloaded and installed in it appears in the plugin manager but not the module manager, i have tried to serach
everywhere and figure this out myself but i'm stuck... is it something i'm missing or did i do something wrong?
Josh

============================================================================

Re:How do i get ARI lightbox to appear in modules?
Posted by admin - 2011/10/17 10:53
_____________________________________

Hello,

arisexylightbox_unzip_first.zip archive contains mod_arisexylightbox.zip archive, use it to install "ARI Sexy Lightbox"
module. plg_system_arisexylightboxanywhere.zip archive is used to install "System - ARI Sexy Lightbox Anywhere"
plugin.

PS: arisexylightbox_unzip_first.zip archive contains readme.txt file with instructions how to install the extension.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:How do i get ARI lightbox to appear in modules?
Posted by dyoung - 2011/10/24 09:13
_____________________________________

I too am suffering from newbie syndrome on this product  :(  i have downloaded and installed all the plugins and
modules.thats not the problem however finding example _Code_ and instructions on how to actually get this up and
running within pages i am finding frustrating.

Is there an instruction document that outlines various code samples. the demo page would really be much better with the
actual code also being shown as to how you achieved what is on the page..

again i may be missing someting here .

Thanks

D

Update... sorry found it... you can find it by going to the ARI Sexy Lightbox Module anywhere _Plugin_ and clicking the
link in the description daying detailed help here...
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